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The Cargobag is a large 50-litre soft luggage tailbag that fits over the rear seat and
has adequate capacity for a weekend trip or longer.

Features:

● Hand-made from high-tenacity 1680 denier ballistic nylon.
● Waterproof , seam sealed separate inlays.
● All internal material is lined with a water–resistant PE polymer.
● Separate access to main and side outer compartments.
● Purposely designed to reduce drag .The semi-circle design enables the system to

remain within the air stream of the bike.
● Storage space for a helmet within the bag.
● 2 external side pockets
● Integrated carrying handle
●  Reflective webbing adds conspicuity at night.
●  Heavy-duty RC Fuse zippers offer oversized pulls for easier use with gloves.
●  50 liters of storage volume.
●  Solid hold four point fitting.
●  Racetrack tested.

Included accessories: 4 fitting straps, 2 support straps for license plate mounting
points, 2 compression straps , Waterproof inner bag

Optional items (see below) :

● Tentbag



All Bags Connection textile bags are produced from high-tenacity ballistic nylon
yarn (an industry leading 1680 denier) which surpasses leather, Cordura and
nylon in strength.

Ballistic nylon is approved by the U.S. Military for use in bullet-proof  vests.
Tough enough for the military and adventure bike touring.

In abrasion tests conducted vs. nylon and leather, Ballistic scored highest.
Leather scuffed at 25 cycles, nylon failed at 295 cycles, while Ballistic was only
affected after 3000 cycles.

In tests conducted to   measure tear resistance, nylon started tearing at 5 lbs,
Cordura tore at 74lbs, but ballistic held strong at 250 lbs!

Over and above the use of ballistics nylon as the base substrate Bags
Connection only use the most durable zipper technology in the world,
manufactured by the Japanese company YKK.

YKK is known world wide as the pre eminent zipper producer and to this end
Bags Connection use the flag ship model in the YKK range , the YKK RC-Fuse
zipper .

If you sand or cut the threads off the surface of a typical zipper, the zipper will
fall off of the backing material, making the zipper useless. YKK RC-Fuse zipper
technology  is unique in this regard. Even after you sand or cut the surface of
the thread off of a YKK RC-Fuse zipper, it will still stay attached to the backing
material.

The secret is that the sewing thread attaching an RC-Fuse Zipper to its backing
material is fused together with heat, not just sewn together. This superior
abrasion resistance makes YKK RC-Fuse zippers the most durable zippers in
the world.

Use of RC-Fuse zippers is just one more way Bags-Connection motorcycle
luggage systems deliver outstanding durability for many kilometers of
motorcycle travel.
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Integrated handle for  carrying when off the bike
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Optional tentbag
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